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M O N T A N A KAIMIN
Tu e s d a y

Kaimin is a Salish word for paper

April 22, 2003 — Issue 94

UM Kyi-Yo club commences annual powwow week
Dance, celebration
offer insight into
Native culture
Katie Klingsporn
Montana Kaimin

Six members of the University
of Montana Kyi-Yo club launched
their annual powwow kick-off
week Monday with a small sample of what will come.
At noon four American Indian
female students clad in vivid traditional dresses, along with two
male drummers, gathered in the
sunny Oval.
When rhythmic, deep pounding resounded from the drum
and was colored by the highpitched wailing of native singing,
the women began to dance.
Kristina Lucero and Vina
Little Owl, performing fancy
shawl dances, extended their
arms like wings, leaped, spun,
leaned and twirled.
The other two, Jennifer
Sutherland and Lorna Old Elk,
in the more subtle style of northern traditional dance, straightened their backs, dipped slightly
and took small quick steps.
After dancing for the good
part of an hour, the Kyi-Yo members wrapped up the performance by inviting everyone to
stand and participate in a round
dance.
About 30 people gathered in a
circle, held hands, and scooted
and bobbed clockwise with the
deep pounding of the nearby
drum.
The invitation to participate
stands for the entire week, and
the Kyi-Yo members encourage
all to take part in a number of
Indian heritage activities scheduled each day leading up to the

35th Annual Kyi-Yo Powwow,
which runs from Friday through
Sunday in the Adams Center.
“It’s an opportunity for the
community to see what happens
in our lives and cultures,” said
Sutherland, president of KyiYo. “But mainly it’s for everyone to have fun and enjoy
themselves.”
The Kyi-Yo club has been
preparing for the powwow since
the beginning of the school year.
It’s the biggest campus powwow
in the nation, Sutherland said,
and draws people from all seven
of Montana’s reservations, a few
states and Canada to participate
in the events or simply observe.
Additional native dancing
and singing will take place in
the UC and on the Oval
through the week, and on
Wednesday a craft sale will
offer the public a chance to buy
traditional dress, toys and art
in the UC atrium.
The powwow begins Friday
evening with a grand entry of
flags, costumes and dances by
Indians from many tribes.
About 30 groups and individual
vendors will be selling arts and
crafts and providing information about themselves.
The powwow will also host a
number of drum and dance competitions.
Admission for the powwow is
$5 per day for general public,
and is free to those ages 60 and
older and children ages 6 and
younger. Passes for the entire
weekend are $10 per person.
Money from admissions will go to
prizes for the dance and drum
competitions.
The powwow is an opportunity for people of all backgrounds
Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

See KYI-YO, Page 16

UM Kyi-Yo club member Vina Little Owl begins the 35th Annual Kyi-Yo Powwow week with
dancing accompanied by drumming in the Oval Monday afternoon.

ASUM elections committee expects increased voter turnout
Grisss Ride, stadium
seating, MontPIRG
referenda on ballot
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin

Every two years there
seems to be a surge in student voter turnout for ASUM
elections. Last year only
1,395 students showed up to
vote, but the year before a
record 2,591 came out. Two

voters.”
years before that the record
Along with general electurnout was 2,445.
tions, MontPIRG
The reason for the
must gain reaffirmabiennial surge is
See related tion, which would
MontPIRG.
allow the group to
“We need 12 perarticle
ask students to pay
cent of the student
Page 7, 8,
a voluntary $3 fee
body, roughly 1,400
9, 10
each semester durpeople, for the refering their years at the
endums to pass,” said Sen.
University of Montana. Every
Jessica MacDonald, chairtwo years, MontPIRG must
woman of ASUM elections
be reaffirmed.
committee. “We’re expecting
“(The increase) is almost
more than that with
entirely due to that,” said
MontPIRG pushing to get

Ted Morrison, chairman for
the board of directors of
MontPIRG. “Not that we
don’t do ‘Get Out the Vote’ for
other years.”
Each year MontPIRG participates in the “Get Out the
Vote” campaign to get more
students voting.
Representatives will call
MontPIRG members, who,
along with other students pin
up posters across campus,
give out handbills and actually take students to the polls

during voting hours.
While she doesn’t know if
this year will be another
record breaker, MacDonald
said she hopes that the extra
campaigning and attention
that MontPIRG gains to help
bolster voter turnout for the
elections this week.
ASUM will hold its elections on Wednesday and
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. in the UC, Gallagher
See ELECTION, Page 16
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O PINION
Guest Column

Editorial

Legislators better stop partisan
bickering and balance budget
The 2003 Legislature sounds like it won’t go down in history as the most productive or civil, which it begs the question: are Montanans’ best interests being represented by our
elected officials?
From the sound of it lately, absolutely not.
Throughout the session, the dynamic confrontation on
taxes between the Republicans, Democrats and Gov. Judy
Martz has been comical, infuriating and unproductive.
Republicans control both the House and Senate, yet any
time they try to solve the state’s budget problems, the
Democrats seem to throw a wrench in the cogs.
To make matters worse, anytime the parties come together and agree on something, the governor threatens to veto
it.
The coal tax trust fund debate dominated much of the
beginning of the session, but Democrats refused to compromise, much to the chagrin of the Republicans and Martz.
Long after it was established that there was no possible
chance of the trust money being used, Republicans continued to act as if it were going to happen.
The recent budget/tax debates have reached a fever pitch
in Helena with none of the players willing to listen to another. Last week may have been the ugly climax to a less than
stellar session.
SB 407, sponsored by Sen. Bob DePratu, R-Whitefish,
passed in a method that legislators and journalists have
described as disgusting, have deemed not pretty and even
have applied the old sausage-making cliche to it.
According to the Lee Newspapers State Bureau, the bill
had to be voted on three times, failing twice. Rep. Cindy
Younkin, R-Bozeman, chaired the session and refused to
close it until convincing fellow Republican John Sinrud from
Bozeman to change his vote to “yes” on the third try.
The Democrats were not innocent bystanders in this
debacle, challenging procedural rules and citing technicalities in attempts to kill the bill. There were even reports of
objects being thrown across the aisles during the debate.
The sad thing is — after all that — the Governor will
probably veto the bill, and we are right back to square one,
the same place we were on the first day of the session.
It’s crunch time in Helena. The Legislature has only days
left to balance the budget and make sure voters aren’t hung
out to dry in the process. To do that it will require concessions on both sides and Martz’s willingness to stop interfering with the legislative process every chance she gets.
Legislators have already voiced concerns about the 2006
budget, so the likelihood of a special session seems imminent. Let’s hope our elected officials can grow up and get
their collective crap together. If they really care about their
constituencies they will solve things the right way the first
time, saving us a lot of money and headaches in the future.
–Bryan O’Connor

Patriotism is more than unity
beliefs. In fact, the founders of the Constitution
thought having freedom of speech was so imporColumn by
tant, they made it the First Amendment of the
R.H. Aly
Bill of Rights.
Therefore, when Americans use the power
given to them by the Constitution to state an
(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio – Sunday, as I
opposing opinion, they are being more patriotic
walked down my quiet, suburban-area street, I
then those who are just blindly following the
noticed something blowing in the spring wind.
government’s footsteps. These citizens actually
The large starred and striped cloth was tied to a
critique the government. They are trying to fix
light pole on the edge of a brick house’s front
all the loopholes and mistakes they are finding
sidewalk. Its red, white and blue gave the garin the government. They want the government
den more livelihood and spirit.
to be among the best in the world.
As I watched it flowing in the air, I thought of
Some need to remember how America was
its great value and worth. So many men and
created. The United States was not born because
women have sacrificed their lives so the symbols Benjamin Franklin decided to please King
the flag upholds can live on in every American’s
George by doing everything he wanted. When
life. The flag means equality, democracy and libthe British government decided to place a tax on
erty to many of this nation’s cititea, Franklin didn’t immediately
If two years from now, President go to his bank account, withzens.
Bush writes a new law
However, the flag means
draw the necessary amount and
patriotism, as well. It’s supposed demanding all women to stay at personally pay the king what
home, will the people silently
to show the unity people have
was due.
agree with him just because they
for their government and their
On the contrary, Franklin
want to show their support?
country.
questioned everything he saw.
I stood for a few minutes
He questioned how the British
watching the flag. I love what it
could tax the colonists without receiving any
stands for, too. Like many other individuals, I
input from the colonies. It’s no surprise that all
am proud to be an American. I’m glad for every
Americans now have representation in the U.S.
right I have been given by this great governgovernment.
ment.
Not only did he investigate each idea others
But lately I have been pondering what patrigave him, but he shared his thoughts and beliefs
otism truly means. While many may say patriot- with the rest of the world. There were those who
ism means standing behind the government in
agreed with him, and there were those who
whatever the choice may be, there is much more
would have loved to throw him in the Boston
meaning to the definition of the word.
Harbor along with the rest of the tea bags.
When people question their government’s
Now, elementary school students learn about
actions and tactics, they are showing their patri- the patriotism of Benjamin Franklin. They think
otism. Although they may be criticizing the govof him as one of America’s greatest heroes, as
ernment’s policies, they are still trying to be
they rightly should.
involved in the country’s politics.
In fact, if it weren’t for the help of Franklin,
Many say patriotism is supporting the presiand the rest of the Founding Fathers, such as
dent. If the president decides to ban all beef
Thomas Jefferson and John Adams, Americans
from restaurants, should Americans support the
wouldn’t have the beloved nation in which they
president because they believe unity is the only
live today. Not to mention Betsy Ross would
way to show patriotism? If two years from now,
never have sewn the American flags, the symbol
President Bush writes a new law demanding all
we see each day hanging from porches and poles
women to stay at home, will the people silently
as we drive through the streets.
agree with him just because they want to show
Patriotism means more than just mindless
their support?
unity.
One of the major benefits of the U.S. governIt means unity when it makes sense, and
ment is having the opportunity to express one’s
opposition when unity could hurt the country.

Correction:
In the April 16 edition of the Kaimin, a story reported that all departments assisting students
in finding jobs had merged into Career Services. Actually, all student job postings are now under
the Student Employment Office of the Career Services Department.
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O PINION

Letters to the editor

U.S. is greedy,
not generous
In an April 17 letter, Lola
Perrins editorializes American
involvement in contemporary
war as a “godly” tradition of our
generosity and compassion. The
rest of the world should trust
our intentions, she explains.
If only this were a historically
accurate recollection.
An isolationist, America
declared neutrality and profited
from selling weapons to
Germany, England and France.
We entered World War I only
after the sinking of the
Lusitania. In 1941, we declared
war on the Axis Powers because
of Pearl Harbor, not due to outrage about genocide. After dropping the atomic bombs on

Japan, the MacArthur and
Marshall Plans were not administered out of generosity, but out
of Cold War-era fear of communist Russia.
American operatives, preserving economic and political interests, were involved in multiple
assassination attempts on Fidel
Castro, smuggling arms to terrorist guerrillas in Central and
South America, and training
mujahadeen in the Middle East.
The latter returned to haunt the
American people; Osama bin
Laden and the Taliban assumed
power, using the same weaponry
and training supplied by
America. Concurrently, the Shah
was overthrown by Khomeini,
who established an Islamist
regime. Our government, fearing
a strategic loss in the Middle
East, allied itself with Saddam
Hussein, an enemy of
Khomeini’s, who ironically
admired Hitler and Stalin.

According to a 1994 Senate
Committee Report, since or prior
to 1985, the government and
Defense-contracted companies
had sold weapons of mass
destruction to Iraq. These
weapons were then used on the
Iranians and Iraqis.
When the Shi’a and Kurds
rebelled against Hussein in
1992, President Bush refused to
support them. They were tortured and massacred by the
Republican Guard and the
Fayadeen (secret police).
Understandably, they do not
trust us; we had betrayed them.
If we are the emblem of democracy, should we not allow their
protests and anger?
Ari Margolin,
junior French,

ASUM works for,
not against students
I am writing this letter in
response to Aaron Flint’s comments regarding ASUM’s performance this year. Before I

start I would like to point out
that Aaron is a current ASUM
senator, meaning that his “antiestablishment” platform is contradicting.
Here is a brief synopsis of
what ASUM has accomplished.
ASUM took a strong stance
against the proposed occupancy
standard, which would have
displaced many students across
campus. The policy failed.
ASUM helped with obtaining
stronger accessibility standards
in the new housing project at
south Dornblaser. In fact, the
entire first floor is 100 percent
accessible because of the work
of various campus members,
ADSUM and ASUM.
ASUM lowered the tuition
surcharge by $45 for every student on campus. It has been
said by Aaron that the only
thing ASUM has done for students is increase tuition. Here
is a prime example of where
ASUM did the opposite. ASUM
and MontPIRG took a strong
stance against the selling of
students’ names to credit card
companies. As a result, the
Alumni Association has post-

poned various mailings and has
been more than willing to listen
to our concerns.
ASUM has been the leader
of student governments across
the state in garnering support
for same-sex health benefits.
ASUM Office of
Transportation started the
Grisss Ride, which offers students a safe and free ride to
and from the downtown area.
ASUM held the first ever
student lobbyist training, where
students interested in the lobbying process could learn from
professionals about successfully
petitioning law makers.
I could actually continue
much longer; however, word
constraints for letters to the
editor prohibit me. It is obvious
that ASUM has accomplished
much. Those that wish to distance themselves from the work
the student government has
done this year would be denying all that ASUM has done for
students.

Jon Swan
ASUM President

Montana Journalism Review

Film Festival
His Girl Friday
Starring:
Cary Grant, Rosalind Russell

The Paper
Starring:
Michael Keaton, Glenn Close, Robert Duval

Thursday, April 24
6 p.m. UC Theater

$5 w/Griz Card
$7 General Admission

of the weirdest creatures that ever walked the earth. Yet some of the scariest
things he’s discovered aren’t likely to become extinct anytime soon. Sad to say,
mutual fund management fees will probably outlast us all. That’s why Dr. Sereno

was afraid of getting eaten alive. So he turned
to a company famous for keeping the costs down. That meant more money for
him and less for the monsters.

Log on for ideas, advice, and results. TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776

RETIREMENT | INSURANCE | MUTUAL FUNDS | COLLEGE SAVINGS | TRUSTS | INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

Paul Sereno became a participant in 1987. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc., and Teachers Personal
Investors Services, Inc., distribute securities products. © 2002 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), New York, NY. For more complete information on TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds, please
call (800) 223-1200 for a prospectus. Read it carefully before you invest. A charitable donation was made to Project
Exploration (www.projectexploration.org) on behalf of Paul Sereno.
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Paleontologist Paul Sereno has encountered some
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BUDDY DeFRANCO
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ESTIVA

Buddy DeFranco clarinet
James Moody saxophone

Friday, April 25, 7:30 p.m., University Theatre

.......................
Buddy DeFranco clarinet
WITH
Bill Watrous trombone
T
UNDE HE UM JA
ZZ B
R TH
Butch Miles drums
O F L A E D I R E CT A N D
IO
NCE B
OYD N
Joe Cohn guitar
Fabrice Zammarchi clarinet

Saturday, April 26, 7:30 p.m., University Theatre
SPONSORS:

TICKETS
RESERVED ADULTS:

Earl and Noella Morgenroth

RESERVED STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS:

UM SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
UM EXCELLENCE FUND
UM DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
UM PROVOST’S OFFICE
ASUM
HOLIDAY INN-PARKSIDE

$13 per night, $22 both nights

$17 per night, $30 both nights

GENERAL ADMISSION:
$11 per night, $20 both nights

T I C K E T - E - Z O U T L E T S : Adams C enter B ox Off ice,
UC Box Office, Worden’s Market, Southgate Mall
CALL: 1-888 -MONTANA OR 1-888-666-8262

.........................
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Colombian union president visits to sway UM against Coke
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

William Mendoza says paramilitaries connected with CocaCola tried to kidnap his 4-yearold daughter, but Bob Duringer
said Mendoza’s allegations
against Coke probably won’t
change his mind about the
University of Montana’s Coke
contract.
Mendoza, president of the
Coca-Cola worker’s union in
Barrancabermeja, Colombia,
will be at UM Tuesday and
Wednesday. He and Scott
Nicholson, an organizer of the
effort to remove Coke from UM,
will meet with administrators
and representatives from CocaCola on Tuesday.
Vice President of
Administration and Finance
Bob Duringer said both sides
will be allowed to present their
arguments to UM administrators in hopes that the controversy surrounding Coke at UM will
be resolved.
“It is my obligation to listen
to both sides,” he said. “This is a
public institution. You know
that what the Coke people are

going to present is going to be
180 degrees different from what
the others are saying. So we are
right back to where we started
and you have to ask, ‘Who do
you believe?’”
Mendoza will also give a
speech about Coke’s human
rights abuses on Wednesday at
7 p.m. in the North Urey
Lecture Hall.
UM signed an exclusive contract with Coke in the summer
of 2002, which brought the
University more than $400,000
in revenue.
Since then the Montana
Human Rights Network,
Community Action for Justice in
the Americas and others have
been protesting the contract.
Speaking through an interpreter, Mendoza said UM’s contract with Coke is supporting
the company and allowing it to
continue to commit human
rights violations in Colombia.
“(Duringer) acts more like a
Coca-Cola sales person,”
Mendoza said. “When he economically strengthens the company, he is allowing a lot of
workers to be threatened and
killed in Colombia,” he said.

Mendoza said he could not
offer any alternative sources of
outside funding for the
University, but maintained that
the contract should be reconsidered.
Mendoza said he is a rotating
production operator for Coke in
Colombia. He said he makes
approximately $261 a month
and added that his is one of the
higher salaries. He said his
salary “wasn’t enough for anything” in Colombia. He said
most workers at Coke make
$113 and do not receive any
labor benefits.
Dennis Anderson, area manager of Coca-Cola in Montana,
will be meeting with Mendoza
and Nicholson, along with Sbu
Mnngadi, a public relations representative from Coke’s headquarters in Atlanta, Ga.
Anderson said Mendoza actually works for a company called
Panamco. The company bottles
Coke products in Colombia, but
is under independent ownership, Anderson said.
“The only common thread
between us and them is that we
distribute and sell the same
product,” he said.

He did not know how much
the average Coke employee
makes in Montana, but said,
“We do regular studies of like
jobs in Montana and like to stay
in the 80th percentile as far as
the wages we pay our employees.”
Mendoza said paramilitaries,
which he described as local terrorists, coerce workers into
abandoning the workers’ union.
In exchange, Mendoza said,
paramilitaries are given Coke
products, which they then sell
for a profit.
He said he must wear a bullet-proof vest and has a body
guard to fend off assassins, the
same paramilitaries who he
said tried to kidnap his 4-yearold daughter.
In a Dec. 2 letter to Duringer,
Carol Martel, director of public
affairs for Coca-Cola, denied the
charges brought against Coke
by Community Action for
Justice in the Americas in
December.
She wrote, “The Coca-Cola
company and its Colombian bottlers vigorously condemn all
forms of violence and the
unwarranted use of force

against workers in the work
place or elsewhere.”
She said the allegations of
Coke’s ties to killings in
Colombia have been rejected
repeatedly by the Colombia
legal system.
Duringer said he will probably not change his mind about
the Coke contract. Much of the
money from the contract has
already gone to pay down some
of the last semester’s tuition
surcharge, and it will likely be
used to keep tuition increases
down in the fall, he said.
“Having listened to both
sides extensively, it is going to
take a big amount of evidence to
convince me that (Coke protestors) are right about this,” he
said.
Mendoza said that he’s seen
the violence of Coke first-hand,
and it bothers him to see
Duringer’s attitude toward the
subject.
“What power does (Duringer)
have to say we have to have this
large amount of proof?”
Mendoza asked. “Why is he so
sure that Coca-Cola isn’t
involved and that we aren’t
telling the truth?”

‘Mad Cowboy’ to lecture about food safety and meat industry
Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin

Oprah’s “Mad Cowboy” is
coming to town.
Howard Lyman, whose
remarks about mad cow disease on the Oprah show in
1996 sparked a six-year lawsuit from Texas cattlemen,
will be speaking at the
University of Montana
Tuesday.
“I’ll talk to people about
the options that are out
there and encourage them to
do their own research, and
to make their own decisions,” Lyman said. “I’ll give
them some options.”
Lyman is a meat eater
turned vegetarian who is
now a food-safety activist

who travels across the country speaking to people, he
said.
He spoke on the Oprah
show about food production
and the rendering process,
which is the processing of
turning livestock carcass
into tallow, hide or fertilizer.
He also spoke about the cattle industry’s practices of
feeding cows to cows, which
resulted in a lawsuit by
Texas cattlemen against him
and Oprah Winfrey
After six years of litigation, a federal judge dismissed the case on August
27, 2002. The statute of limi-

i

H E L P E D

S AV E

a

tations had expired and so
the case could not be filed
again in any other court.
Lyman, a fourth generation farmer from Great
Falls, said he used to operate a ranch with 7,000 head
of cattle, 12,000 acres of
crops and employed 30 people. However, in 1979
Lyman became paralyzed
from the waste down by a
tumor on his spinal chord.
He said his doctor attributed
his condition to chemicals
used on his farm. Lyman
later recovered and vowed to
look at the food he was eating and the rendering
L I F E

T O D A Y.

i

G AV E

processes.
“It changed my life,”
Lyman said. “I came to the
conclusion that what I was
doing was absolutely, totally
nonsustainable.”

The lecture will start at
7:15 p.m. in the North
Underground Lecture Hall.
It is sponsored by the Good
Health Whole Food Group
and ASUM.

Check-out - just like a library book For up to 2 days

BIKES!

To check out, go to the UC info Desk.
For more info, call ASUM Office of Transportation 243-4599
P L A S M A

.

My roommate used to do it all the time. Finally, she talked me into it.
I was a little nervous at first, but it really was easy. It didn’t hurt and only took two

CAMP COUNSELORS

hours. Then, when I found out that plasma was used to make medicines for people

Summer in New England!
H a v e f u n . M a k e a d i f f e r e n c e.

with hemophilia and other illnesses, I felt even better.The money didn’t hurt either...

CAMP GREYLOCK & ROMACA
SEEK CARING, ENERGETIC
COUNSELORS AND COACHES.

it helps make ends meet when things are tight. But even after I’m out of college,
I’m still going to give plasma. Because its a way I can help other people... because its

Co-ed staffs, competitive salaries,
room & board. Internships are available. Located in the Berkshire
Mountains of Massachusetts, 2.5
hours from Boston & NYC.

the right thing to do.

nursing

and

administrative

160

$

Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Climbing Wall,
Creative Arts, Drama, Football, Golf,
Gymnastics, Hiking, Inline-Hockey, Lacrosse,
Mountain Biking, Sailing, Soccer, Softball,
Swimming, Tennis, Volleyball, Waterskiing, plus

EACH

MONTH YOU

CAN

RECEIVE

UP TO

positions.

Beautiful waterfront campus
Outstanding group of people
Very rewarding summer
Camp Greylock for Boys
800-842-5214
www.campgreylock.com
Camp Romaca for Girls
888-2-romaca
www.campromaca.com

What are you doing this summer?

Natalie McKee. College Student

406-721-2584
Missoula Center • 3050 Great Northern Avenue • Missoula, MT • 59808
www.biolifeplasma.com
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Lecture to address
wilderness conservation
Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin

Who pays for the maintenance
and preservation of the wilderness areas you spend time in?
And how could this be changing?
Find out Tuesday at the
Wilderness Issues Lecture
Series.
“Markets enhance our natural
environments, and I’ll address
how the market will affect how
people access the lands, both
public and private,” said Terry
Anderson, the executive director
of the Political Economy
Research Center.
Anderson’s lecture called
“Markets and Wilderness:
Friends or Foes?” will be held
Tuesday in the Gallagher
Building in Room 122 at 7 p.m.
Anderson said he will address
both the issue of the federal government charging a user fee on

public lands and the possibility
of private individuals starting to
charge a fee to allow others to
have access to their lands.
“During this wilderness lecture series we’ve been discussing access issues to our
common wildlands,” said lecture
series coordinator Nicky Phear.
“Tonight’s talk will address who
pays for the management and
conservation of these lands.
Terry Anderson will help us
explore the trend toward private rights and market-based
incentives for encouraging environmental protection.”
Anderson will give examples
of how both sets of fees are
working in wildlands, he said.
“Private individuals are incorporating a fee in recreation management and that is changing
the maintenance of lands,”
Anderson said.

The dog days of spring

Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

Animals of all shapes and sizes were seen prancing on Higgins Avenue Saturday morning during the
start of the 26th International Wildlife Film Festival Wild Walk Parade. Emerson Skufca (center) and
Mariah Brooks (right) dressed up as dogs led by Mariah’s grandfather the “poodle walker” (left).
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Career fair to host 110 employers at Sentinel High
Jared Ritz
Montana Kaimin

Most people looking for
jobs don’t give themselves
their proper due, said Annie
Rubens, an employment
consultant at the Missoula
Workforce Center.
Rubens said most people
applying for jobs have the
necessary skills — they just
need to be more adamant
about letting prospective
employers know about
them.
“People need to learn to
toot their own horn,” she
said. “If they can’t voice
(what specific job related
skills they possess), then
they’re not going to make an

impression.”
The time has come for the
jobless to start tooting. The
13th Annual Student Career
Fair will take place
Wednesday at Sentinel High
School. The event will be a
pair of one-and-a-half hour
sessions, with the first
starting at 3:30 p.m. and
the other at 5:30 p.m. The
fair is open to high school
students as well as
University of Montana main
campus and College of
Technology students. This
year’s fair hosts 110 tables
filled with employers.
From Albertson’s to
Wyoming Technical
Institute, many different
types of jobs will be repre-

sented at the fair.
This is the second year
the doors have been open to
college-age students.
Rubens said a demand from
the employers sparked the
change.
“We were finding that
employers really want that
18-and-over age group,” she
said. “If we can help them
with our services as a
resource, then we are happy
to.”
And, based on last year’s
numbers, the students were
happy to take advantage of
the fair. Of the 400 registered participants at last
year’s fair, 48 percent were
college-age, she said. Some
employers, including

Missoula Federal Credit
Union, joined the fair after
discovering that 18-and-over
applicants would be
involved, Rubens said.
Just as impressive were
the placement numbers that
last year’s fair boasted. Of
the participants who were
reached for comment within
two months of the event, 36
percent claimed to have
found employment through
the fair.
Rubens stressed that,
besides being able to sell
yourself, acting and dressing appropriately could
mean the difference
between finding the job you
want and continuing to
work at McDonald’s.

P.E.A.S. - SUMMER 2003
GROW ORGANIC FOR CREDIT!

“(Those who plan on
attending) need to realize
that you don’t get a second
chance to make a first
impression,” she said.
“Something as simple as a
good handshake and eye
contact can make a huge
difference.”
Those interested can register early at the Job
Service, or can wait and
register at the door.
Admission to the event is
free and could save you
money in parking tickets
and time wasted searching
for employment around
town.
“Have you ever tried to
find 110 parking spaces in
Missoula?” Rubens said.

Grow Food to assist Garden City
Harvest, a nonprofit agency dedicated to
providing high quality produce to low-income people

Combine traditional academics with
• Earn 6 credits:
hands-on work at the Rattlesnake Valley Farm
Introduction to Agroecology
P.E.A.S. covers the technical, environmental, and social issues FOR 395, sec. 80, CRN 50663, 2 cr., or
involved in small-scale agriculture - issues that affect everySOC 395, sec. 80, CRN 50662, 2 cr.
one who grows or eats food. Learn about these issues through
Meets Fridays, May 30-August 15,
a combination of experience, instruction and reflection.

UM students may register for these courses through CyberBEAR
using the Course Request Numbers (CRN’s) listed. Students may
pay by check, Visa, Mastercard or DISCOVER. These credits
count toward student credit load for financial aid.
These credits do not count toward the tuition flat spot or UM
health service/insurance eligibility. Registering for these credits adds fees to schedule/bills. No fee waivers are granted.
For course information, contact Josh
Slotnick, (406) 550-3663. For registration
information, contact Clare Kelly,
CE Registrar, UM Continuing Education, The
University of Montana,Missoula, MT 59812;
Telephone (406) 243-4626
E-mail ckelly@selway.umt.edu

8:00-10:00 am, followed by 2.5 hr field
trip each Friday
And Corequisite

PEAS Summer Internship
FOR 398, CRN 50661, 4 cr.,
or SOC 398, CRN 50660, 4cr.
May 19-August 28, Mon-Thurs,
8:00 am-12:00 pm, Rattlesnake Valley Farm,
PLUS arranged service activities
(students arrange 1-2 weeks of leave from the farm during
this time.)

Fee: $1,290 for 6 credits
Nonresidents pay the
SAME low
fees as residents.

FREE PIZZA
Every Tuesday buy a
large pizza and get
the second for free.

Why Pay Rent
This Summer?
Instead of paying rent this summer for a place
you won’t use until fall, you can reserve a brand
new, luxury apartment at Crestview. We’ll hold
a 1,2 or 3-bedroom unit for you, rent free. In
addition to saving money, you’ll get amenities
including a heated pool and spa, exercise room,
covered parking, decks and balconies,
washer/dryer and dishwasher.
Crestview Apartments open in
July, but we’re leasing now.
Call 721-8990 or 327-1212.

LH Management

327-1212

$7.99

ONE MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING PIZZA AND
A CAN OF SODA

*DELIVERY TO THE DORMS ONLY*

721-7610
Sun-Thur 11 am - 1 am
Fri-Sat 11 am - 2 am
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ASUM president and v.p. candidates
Name: Christy Schilke
Year and major: Senior, communications
Activities: Current ASUM vice
president, four years with the
National Coalition Building
Institute, two years with Diversity
Advisory Council and many committees
What are the two most critical issues facing UM students in
the coming year? How would
you address
them?
Tuition increases. We’re looking
at probably 7.5
percent to 8.5 percent, so that
would probably be
about, if we average them out,
$220 a semester.
Obviously we’re
going to have
increased tuition.
Well, the key in
there is there’s that 1 percent quality clause in there. There’s 1 percent
of that money that is going to go to
quality, and because we’re having
that increase we need to help in delegating where that goes.
A large percentage of that needs
to go to classroom up-keep. So,
adjunct tenure professors. You
know, if we’re getting quantity and
paying for this education, we’d better be getting quality for this education. Quantity meaning we’re having large classrooms. Fine, if that’s
what we’re going to have, we need
good teachers in there educating
our students properly, not sitting
them on the floor and having them
take a math test.

The overall needs to go to classrooms, teachers and what affects
students directly. And then we’ll use
the carry-over for the other areas,
but students need to be a part of
that decision, an integral part of
that decision.
The second part is a key thing
that we’ve been working on this
year, and I would say have been
knocked on, something that takes
time and respect to gain: student
input. We are not heard from the
beginning, and
these are student
issues that
address us immediately, and doesn’t affect the
administration
like it affects us.
So we need to
have first say, first
input, and we
need to be listened
to from the beginning. That’s something that started
to take place with the ASUM this
year. We need to continue on next
year. When students are gone for
the summer you have the executives
in here, and mainly one executive.
That’s your student voice. You need
to make sure you have full faith in
that student leader to speak for you
because a lot of decisions are going
to be made this summer, and I
would hope that students realize
you need to make sure that voice is
for you. And so, it’s a process that
starts in the summer and continues
into fall, but students need to be
heard from the beginning, and really, it’s as simple as that.

Schilke and Price

Name: Cole Price
Year and major: Senior, history
and political science
Activities: Chairman of Student
Political Action Committee, current
ASUM senator, member on the
Board of Budget and Finance.
What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year? How would you
address them?
Funding for higher education is
a big one. We pretty much are
locked into the money that we’re
going to get from state, with the
exception of a percentage point or
less, when it comes to our total
allotment for higher funding. But
… working with that money, working with the administration, who

ultimately doles out that money to
make sure that tuition stays at the
rate it is right now; and also look
for alternative sources of funding,
which is corporate funding. Christy
and I aren’t opposed to it as long
as student voices and student
input are heard in those decisions.
And the second one, as well as
student voices, Christy and I feel
that we’re open to any opinion and
any suggestions from either political spectrum, as well as in the
middle, and we feel that we can
take those opinions and suggestions to make the best decision
possible for all students because in
the end, Christy and myself are
UM students, so it affects us as
well.

Name: Aaron Flint
Year and major: Junior, broadcast journalism
Activities: Reporting for
Montana Public Radio, currently
working on a made-for-Montana
piece for Montana public television,
ASUM senator, ROTC student
What are the two most critical issues facing UM students in
the coming year? How would
you address
them?
The number
one issue right
now is the
tuition increases. The administration is proposing a 1 percent,
quality-of-education tuition
increase. That’s
the first thing
that needs to be
dealt with, with
the administration. We also need to work with
members of the community and the
Legislature and specifically with
the Board of Regents to fight for the
students’ voice on many different
issues.
The second thing that’s most
important is that ASUM has more
of an effect on fees that we pay. I
think that the Grisss ride needs to
continue. Let’s call it the “Drunk
Bus.” That’s what it really is. That’s
what it’s happily referred to; it’s a
great program. Gale and I will continue the Grisss Ride, no matter
what happens on that referendum
because the fact is that it is an
important program for students.
ASUM has the money to pay for it,

they’re just trying to get more
money from students for their
organizations.
The second thing deals with student seating and the athletic fee.
We’re going to try to negotiate no
matter what happens with the referendum. We’re going to try to
negotiate as low a fee as possible
for students because enrollment has
increased, yet we haven’t been
given more seats from the athletic
department.
Those are the
two big issues,
but really what it
comes down to, it
molds into one
overall theme.
The fact is that
we need to start
working with the
community to get
support.
Students shouldn’t have to flip
the bill for everything. So that’s
one thing we’re going to try to do is
make sure students aren’t bearing
the cost of everything and students
aren’t treated like a blank check.
It’s an off-year for the
Legislature … (but) the Board of
Regents is still going to meet. We
have to be active in and work with
both sides – conservatives and liberals, with the Board of Regents to
pressure the administration or to
pressure members of the
Legislature. We can also work with
both sides in the Legislature, but
more important, it’s just putting
our message out there and bringing
credibility to ASUM. That’s the constant theme, is making ASUM a
credible organization.

Flint and Price

Name: Gale Price
Year and major: Sophomore, broadcast
journalism and political science
Activities: Reporter at KBGA and
KECI, works with UM Public Policy
Institute, member of the Honors Student
Association.
What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the coming year? How would you address
them?
The first issue is making students feel
like ASUM is their student government. I
think many students feel misrepresented or
unrepresented by ASUM. Because at times
it can be very one-sided. And I think Aaron
and I can address that by being ourselves.
Aaron tends to be a little more conservative, I tend to be a little more liberal, but
between the two of us I think we would
really represent a wider variety of UM students. We would be a more approachable.
Sometimes students are afraid to approach
somebody they disagree with, but with

Aaron and I, I think students could always
feel like students could approach one or the
other of us.
The second issue is probably the
increase in tuition and the quality issues
that go with that. Tuition is definitely going
to go up this year even though last year our
executive candidates promised that they
would lobby the Legislature and whatnot. I
think Aaron and I would address that
because we would truly make a nonpartisan effort, not even bipartisan, but nonpartisan to get out there to lobby a variety of
legislators. The senate majority leader here
in Montana said he hadn’t even been
approached by anybody by ASUM until
Aaron talked to him last week, and so that’s
pretty interesting. The quality issues that
go with that, with how good is our university and are we really getting our money’s
worth. So Aaron and I really plan to force
the administration to really evaluate where
our money is going and make sure that it is
going to do the things UM students expect
it to do.

ASUM business manager candidates
Name: Matt
Singer
Year and
major: Freshman,
economics
Activities:
Work with Student
Political Action
Committee, active
Matt Singer with MontPIRG,
past political
organizer for Montana
Conservation Voters, former vicepresident of the associated stu-

dents at Whitman College
What are the two most critical issues facing UM students
in the coming year? How would
you address them?
I think all students face different issues, and there’s some big
ones. For some students it will be
a lack of parking on campus; for
some students it will be a lack of
housing close to campus; for some
students it’s going to be paying
See SINGER, Page 8

Name: Averiel
Wolff
Year and major:
Senior, business marketing, business management, communications minor
Activities: ASUM
senator, serves on
Board of Budget and
Averiel Wolff Finance,
chairwoman
of interview committee, advertising competition team, ad club
What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the com-

ing year? How would you address
them?
The first major issue facing students
next year is the increase in tuition that
could reach possibly 9 percent, and other
possible fees that students will incur next
year – possibly up to a $2.50 increase in
their athletic fee and a possible $2 fee for
funding the Grisss Ride. Now, ways how
I’m going to address them is, number one,
to always keep students informed and
educated on what’s going on and keeping
them involved in all the decisions made.

See WOLFF, Page 8
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Singer
Continued from Page 7

tuition and a lack of financial aid;
for other students it’s going to be a
problem with professors; and for
students out of the College of
Technology it’s going to be all of
those problems without a real
active student association to help
them out with any of them.
I guess my solutions are, first of
all, ASUM has to be more front and
center in both on the mountain
campus and on the College of
Technology campus in terms of
helping students out. That means
opening an office on College of

Technology campuses that has staff
and also the executives going out
there regularly. Hopefully, senators
from the COT will staff it so that
there’s a real connection with the
College of Technology campuses
and the mountain campus.
Staying connected to students by
orientation, making appearances in
classes and getting contact information out to students so they
have a number they can call if
they’re having a problem with anything on campus, and we can serve
as their advocates, I think that’s
probably the one thing ASUM can
do to really help people out.

Wolff
Continued from Page 7

Regarding tuition increase, obviously
next year’s an off-legislative year.
Although we can’t do anything about the
increase in tuition this year we can keep
open lines of communication with our legislators to ensure that students will not
face another tuition increase, and we can
look at making sure that students’ fees
aren’t raised anymore. And I think a
basic thing we need to look at is alternative funding – for instance, offering more
scholarships through possibly the excellence fund and, everybody’s favorite, corporate sponsorships. I’m not talking
Coca-Cola. I’m talking about other possible corporate sponsorships that don’t
favor athletics but favor academics and
will ensure that students are involved in
the decision and that it helps them in

decreasing their fees.
A couple key issues would be possible
transportation expansion and the writing
assessment test. I’m looking at expanding
our transportation options such as keeping the Grisss Ride open and available to
students as it has been this year, and
looking at expanding Dornblaser, such as
getting another Park-N-Ride bus, and
perhaps looking at how we can get the
COT students to benefit from Park-NRide so we have a shuttle that goes down
to their campus and they are able to get
to the University, to the main campus,
more easily.
And the writing assessment test, –
things are currently being looked at right
now in trying to either abolish the writing assessment test altogether or working
on it from the ground up and seeing what
we can do to make it better and make it
more reasonable to students who are trying to graduate.

ASUM senator candidates
Name: Sophia
Alvarez
Year and major:
Junior, business
administration
Activities: ASUM
senator, American
Indian Business
Leaders’ vice presisits on the
Sophia Alvarez dent,
School of Business
Administration advisory council
What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year?
Tuition, fee increases and diversity.
How would you address them?
“Diversity,” I know that’s like a word
that’s overused, but I still think it’s
really important. The University of
Montana drove the Greek Life adviser

Loralei Dennis

Name: Loralei
Dennis
Year and major:
Freshman, accounting
Activities:
Secretary of Phoenix,
works at College of
Technology book
store, wife, caretaker

What are the
two most critical issues facing UM
students in the coming year?
Tuition increases for both campuses.
The COT is facing an overabundance
of new students every year. The spaces
in each classroom are getting smaller

Name: Travis
Cossitt
Year and
major: Freshman,
business administration
Activities:
Environmental
Action Community,
American Civil
Travis Cossitt Liberties Union of
Montana
What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year?
Financial issues, student voice.
How would you address them?
Financial issues:

out. He didn’t want to stay here
because he felt so intimidated by how
life is here. I think that’s a major problem that not only the school needs to
work through but people in general.
Tuition increases:
I think that students need to be
more involved with the decisions of the
increases, and I think that ASUM isn’t
advertising well the kinds of issues that
we go through. Students get to see the
day after what we voted on, but they
don’t know the day before what we’re
going to vote on. There are so many
issues that go through ASUM, and students aren’t aware so they aren’t able
to voice their opinion. Me being a senator, I have the ability to vote for students, so I have to take that as a whole
and think about what they are thinking. But if I can’t get their opinions at
the meeting, I can’t really know what
they’re thinking.

and smaller each year, and not enough
faculty to give that special attention to
each student it’s famous for.
Administration is getting stretched
thinner and thinner – the lack of
administration, lack of funding, lack of
faculty.
How would you address them?
Speak with state government oneon-one, keep the common interests
flowing and not stopping once the
school year is over.
If we want something to change we
have to get off our asses and do something about it. Instead of talking, we
need action.

I think that we need to have dialogue with UM administration and
Legislature people in Helena to try to
address some of the stuff with aggressive dialogue. I think we need to more
actively and aggressively go after the
people in Helena ... to try to address
some of the financial issues.
Student voice:
An example would be the Coca-Cola
contract and just how the student
voice was left out of the monopolizing
of the industry. (We need) more
aggressive dialogue with the administration to try to address the student
voice issue, which would increase student rights.

Andrew

Name: Andrew
Bissell
Year and
Major:
Sophomore, economics
Activities:
Student at large
on the Enrollment
Management
Bissell Committee

What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year?
Tuition increases and student views
being ignored.
How would you address them?
Tuition increases:
Obviously, student lobbying with
the Student Political Action
Committee is important, but I think,
so far, they really have been taking
the wrong approach. They’ve kind of
taken a really confrontational
approach that I think is alienating a

Brad

Name: Brad
Engebretson
Year and
major: Senior,
political science
Activities:
President of the
Phoenix
Foundation, helps
with OffEngebretson Campus Renter
Center

What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year?
For all students, period, it’s going to
be the cut in funding from the state for
education. One of the things that’s really going to affect the nontraditional students is the cut in child care funding.
Some may be forced to drop out.
Academic requirements. We’ve been
having a lot come up in the senate —
resolutions to extend the education
requirements. Something that’s a real
problem right now has been the writing
proficiency exam. With the amount of
writing you have to do, by the time you
hit your senior year, you shouldn’t have
to take an exam. That’s a problem that’s
pretty serious, especially when it holds
people back from graduating.
How would you address them?
Probably the same way I’ve already

lot of state legislators right now. I
think that we need to be more cooperative with them and at the same time
realize that if we don’t get everything
that we want, we should be looking at
other avenues to make sure that we
get enough funding.
Student views:
(The other issue is) the administration sort of brushing us off. You can
see this with the Coke boycott and
ASUM trying to have a little bit of
input in terms of the signing of the
exclusive Coke contract and them not
really being informed. Especially with
respect to Bob Duringer, ASUM has
been pretty confrontational, and that
has gone both ways. I think that we
could take a bit more of a tactful
approach toward the administration
without having to sacrifice any of our
effectiveness in lobbying for student
views and making sure that our voice
is heard and our input becomes a part
of University administration decisions.

addressed them. The ethics requirement
I’ve already pointed out. It’s not the
number of credits, it’s the quality of the
classes. An example would be one of the
senators was talking about an ethics
class she took and the main focus was
the movie “High Noon.” It would depend
on the quality of the class. As far as the
writing proficiency exam, addressing
that would be getting together with
some of the potential senate candidates
to provide a resolution to the administration and Board of Regents to, if not
eliminate, at least reduce the requirements for the writing proficiency exam.
I was in Helena on Friday, and we
were lobbying state representatives and
senators concerning education. As was
stated in the Kaimin, there were probably 20 to 30 of our legislators in favor of
our education, but for the most part, the
majority of the legislators were not outright hostile toward funding the
University system, but it appeared it
was already a moot point, and they
weren’t going to change their minds.
How to address that? Continued lobbying. One of our presidential candidates has suggested putting groups
together to let the people know what’s
going on at the University, what their
tax dollars are funding. Pressure on the
legislators is going to come from their
constituents. That’s where the real
change is going to come. Just going to
the legislators isn’t working.

On the ballot: Progressive Coalition
A (P) by a candidate’s name on the ballot signifies membership in UM’s Progressive Coalition.
Candidates in the coalition are: Anna Green, Chris Healow and Vincent Pavlish.
Not included in our profiles: Chris Healow, because he is on a semester long tour of Europe with a UM choir group.
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Name: Will
Holmes
Year and
major: Freshman,
pre-journalism
Activities:
None
What are the
two most critical
Will Holmes issues facing UM
students in the coming year?
The first is the price of education. I
believe the burden shouldn’t be placed
on the students. There is all this talk
about creating jobs and helping the
economy, but we’re the future of the
state. We need to invest in the success
of the state as a whole, and we can see
tons of results in the future if we put
money into education now. The fees
need to be reduced. I would like to be a
liaison between the students and the
administration. That is really the role
of ASUM – not to dictate.
The second issue is the perception
Name: Stephen
Kocher
Year and
major: Freshman,
surgical technologist at COT
Activities:
Phoenix
Foundation member

Stephen Kocher
What are the
two most critical issues facing UM
students in the coming year? How
would you address them?
The critical issue for the COT campus is that we’re not represented. We
don’t have anybody who gives us information. Most of the COT students
work in a two-hour block for classes.
We have classes in two-hour blocks,
and by that time, we only have like an
hour for lunch. Well, it takes 15 minutes to get over here to this campus, 20
minutes to find parking. So 15, 20 minutes and then 15 and that leaves you,
what, five, six minutes to talk to somebody, to actually get the chance to get
in and talk to somebody like a student
or to find information that we need
over here. On our campus we don’t

that we’re just students and not
equals. We need to be able to formulate our decisions as a whole. An
organized minority can overthrow a
majority. We need to let students have
more of a voice in their education, let
them decide and have more of an influence.
How would you address them?
People like to tell legislators their
problems, but I think we need to work
with them more. Nobody likes to be
told that they are wrong. We need to
cooperate with them instead of being
at odds, butting heads all the time.
Nobody likes to do anything for you if
you’re complaining and are telling
them that they are incapable. If I were
a legislator right now, I wouldn’t give
us money. You talk to anyone that you
run into on campus, and they don’t
want to pay this much for education,
especially these asinine increases. The
way we’re going about it is counterproductive. We need to work more closely
with the Legislature.
have anything. We don’t have the
resources that they have here on this
campus, and so it feels like we’re so
distant; so that’s one of my main goals
is to bring these two campuses together. After all, we are all one university.
Bringing as much information from
this campus (UM) as we possibly can to
the other campus because we are so in
denial over there. You have a lot more
over on this campus than we do on the
COT campus – a lot more everything.
It’s like going to a foreign country. We
have nothing like what you have on
this side.
People want to know what they’re
paying for. The fees that we pay, a lot
of us don’t know what we’re paying for.
If you’re paying money you should
know where it’s being spent. Everybody
on the campus pays the fees. We all
pay the ASUM fee, the activity fee. I’m
also going to work for higher education
for lower costs – for the students, higher education for the students. I mean
you come to our school it’s a two-year
degree, but we still want the education.
We don’t want to have to pay ... but
that’s on both campuses I’m not just
saying it’s on the COT. I’m saying that
for all three campuses.

What are the
two most critical
issues facing UM
students in the coming year?
I’d have to say tuition and fees,
which are probably going to raise due
to the Coke contract, which we’re not
getting the money we thought we
were going to get from. And I would
say just recycling and maintaining

our campus. I don’t know, I came here
last year and it was really clean, and
it doesn’t seem like it is still as clean
and I don’t know if we’re going in a
spiral. I’d rather it not do that. It’s a
beautiful campus. I’d rather take care
of it.
How would you address them?
I would continue to fund the recycling and the maintenance that we
have from ASUM – the money that we
give towards them, if we could give
them a bit more money and the
tuition pay raises. Actually, I’d probably work with Aaron Flint because he
is doing a reform that could work
financially with the University, and it
just depends on whether or not the
administration wants to listen.

Name:
Kimberly Pappas
Major and
year: Freshman,
history and political science
Activities:
Board member
and intern for
MontPIRG,
Kimberly Pappas women’s
lacrosse team,
women’s center
What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year?

Two large issues that I’ve worked
strongly for are student privacy rights
and education funding. And to fix that,
I’ve been going to Helena every single
time that ASUM, MontPIRG or other
organizations go to lobby the
Legislature.
How would you address them?
I’ve been going to Helena to fix that
(education funding). I’m leading the
campaign through MontPIRG right
now for credit card solicitors. One is
getting them off campus, providing education to students on how to manage
debt, and trying to get it through to the
University to provide more information.

Name: Ashley
Oliver
Year and
major:
Sophomore, political science
Activities:
None

Ashley Oliver

Name: Anna
Green
Year and major:
Sophomore, social
work
Activities:
Student Assault
Recovery Services,
yoga, soccer

Anna Green

What are the
two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year?
More efficient services to students.
Blue Cross Blue Shield doesn’t cover
contraceptives. I think that would be
really important to discuss. I also
think that parking is important to
discuss, and recycling – how to do
those more efficiently, how to get more
people to participate in ASUM. How
to get a wider sector of people to participate in student government really
was the main reason I got involved.

How would you address them?
Parking and birth control are definitely issues that I’d like to discuss,
but I don’t yet know how to solve
either one. I haven’t given much
thought as to how to address them. I
sort of got thrown into this out of the
blue. It’s something that I’ll figure out
as I go along.
Student participation:
I think that it would just be really
going out and talking with people
more. ASUM seems to have its own
group of people who participate.
That’s definitely cool because that’s
really what they’re into. It would be
really neat to help some of the groups
that feel like they aren’t as represented to feel like they have more of a
voice. Tons of people complain. They
feel like they don’t have much of a
voice. Maybe it’s because they haven’t
been informed on how to use their
voice more efficiently.

Name: Kyle
Engelson
Year and
major: Freshman,
political science
Activities:
ASUM (University
Affairs and
Transportation
Committees),
Kyle Engelson Lambda Alliance
What are the
two most critical issues facing UM
students in the coming year?
Tuition increases, funding from the

state level. Communication with the
administration and student input.
How would you address them?
For tuition increases, since it’s an
off-legislative year, there’s really nothing we can do. However, I have some
contacts in Helena, and I would like
to use those to get some legislation
prepared to get money to the university system. For the building bridges
with administration, I would like to
see more forums where they ask our
opinions on decisions they are making
– key word, “are making” not “already
have made.”

Name: Jordan
Lutey
Year and
major: Junior,
psychology
Activities:
Advocate for
Student Assault
Recovery Services

and they get more recognition and
feel like what they’re paying for
they’re getting.
How would you address them?
I think that they’ve done a really
good job, as far as the COT, in the
sense that they’re starting to put
together a liaison from the senate to
the COT. I think that’s really important – and bringing people from the
COT over here to be included in decisions made regarding activities and
things that affect students. As far as
budget cutbacks and tuition, I think
definitely speaking with people in
Helena and educating people overall
because you have to look at your voters. Education on the basic level —
that how well educated people are
affects everybody. It affects the economy and it affects jobs. It affects everybody.

Jordan Lutey

What are the
two most critical issues facing UM students in
the coming year?
Tuition. The tuition hikes and
budget cutbacks with the recent economy. In the last couple of years the
economy hasn’t been really great.
When you say UM students, I’d like
to include in there students at the
COT as well, so that they start feeling
that they’re a part of (the University)
Name: Emily
Jones
Year and
major: Sophomore,
print journalism
and political science
Activities:
Participates on
University committees, Resident
Emily Jones Assistant in Aber
Hall.
What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year?
Tuition increases is definitely one. I
think all students are worried about
that. The second one, and I’m sure that
everyone says this, but I think the lack
of student involvement and voter apathy in general political elections, as well
as in ASUM elections.
How would you address them?
I just think that students need to
realize that they really can make a difference on this campus, and it’s the job
of ASUM to provide the opportunities
for students to get involved in the
options. And there really is something
for everyone, and I just really want to

work – especially with being a resident
assistant, using my job in that and
being an ASUM senator – to really get
the incoming freshman and students
just really involved in making a difference on campus because they really
can.
Since next year is an off-legislative
year, that is going to be a big challenge
for senators, for ASUM. But I think
that building bridges with the government over in Helena, the state government, the legislators, the governor and
all the people that we’re really going to
have to deal with next legislative year
— just building those bridges, keeping
those relationships open, making sure
that they understand where we’re coming from, that we represent the students, that the students have a voice
over there, and making sure that we
build bridges with them because it
always helps that when you’re their
friend if you go ask them for money. I
mean we don’t want to be alienating
ourselves from them. But at the same
time we don’t want to just cater to them
either. We want them to know we’re
ASUM, and we have a legitimate voice.
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Name: Vincent
Pavlish
Major and
Year: Freshman,
No photo political science
Activities: I’ve
available
been really involved
in political communities in Billings
since I was really
Vincent Pavlish young, and I’m a
freshman here so I
don’t have a lot of experience here yet.
But I was hoping to gain some by this
election. I’ve written in the journalism
department in Billings in high school. I
did all kinds of political activities.
What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
upcoming year? How would you
address them?
To me the most critical issue, the first
one, is the fact that people don’t vote. If I
could do anything to change that I think
I would. And to address that question,
just quickly, I think the best way to get
people to vote is to have strong candidates that aren’t afraid of their beliefs,
you know, who aren’t part of the moder-

ate middle. It doesn’t bother me if a person is a conservative. I’m not. I’m a liberal. But they have to be able to say that,
so if a person is asked the question, “Do
you believe in same sex marriage
rights?” I think the person should be able
to answer that question straight forward,
“I am for that or I am against that” and
I’m personally for it.
The second most critical issue I think
on most people’s minds is funding and it
kind of sucks since this is an off-year for
the actual government. But ... they are
going to have a special session I think
because money in the state right now is
just so screwed up, and I think it is
slightly due to Republican government.
But what are you going to do? I think the
best way to address that issue lies more
from the first issue of getting students
involved because the more of us that go
to Helena and say we want some of this
money the better chance we have of getting it – the better chance we have at
being able to prove that we were there. A
guy said in the forum today that the
house majority leader didn’t even recognize that people come to him. But I know
as a fact that people have. So we need to
number them.

Name:
Christian Winkle
Year and
major:
Sophomore, business administration with an
emphasis in information systems
Activities:
Christian Winkle ASUM,
Poverello Center
volunteer, state elections volunteer and
interned with Rep. Dennis Rehberg for a
little while.
What are the two most important
issues facing UM students in the
coming year? How would you
address them?
I think it would definitely be student
involvement and approachability of
ASUM representatives and voter apathy
is a big thing they have been talking
about this year. Just people having access
to contact and get involved in student
groups, I think that is really, really
important. Like, give people centralized
programs relevant to their major so they
can meet people who are in certain
groups, but they can get more specific

and get more information and it will
make the University a better place.
People would be able to access information easier. I just put in a resolution to
have all the organizations update their
Web site with information about their
group and meeting times and make that
Web site more accessible for people. So if
they can get their foot in their door like I
did, with a simple group on a simple committee, then you will want to be part of
ASUM and make this school a better
place.
Then, financial accountability with a
very careful use of fee increases is my
second issue. Once there are fee increases, it is very difficult to get them revoked.
So, like, if they do increase Griz football
tickets, and then say the Griz don’t do so
well, then that would be really bad.
Because then we would be responsible for
that fee even if those tickets are not
being used, so that’s just an example.
Financial accountability, having the
records on the Web so students can
access them anytime they want so they
know where the money is being spent
rather than just seeing ASUM passed
these fees, but in the big scheme of
things, they don’t know where it is going.

Name: Rob
Welsh
Year and
major: Freshmen,
political science
Activities:
ASUM, Academic
and Curriculum
Review Committee,
Academic Appeals
Rob Welsh Committee, forensics at the University of Montana.
What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year? How would you
address them?
Well, obviously everyone will say
rising tuition and increased fees, and
those are probably pretty big issues
to most students, but my biggest
issue is what happens here academically. I think the biggest issue facing
UM students as we start graduating
is the writing profiency examination.
Many people are failing it. That
needs to be addressed, and so far it
hasn’t been. One of the things I
want to work toward is A) abolishing
it completely and starting over, or
finding out where the flaws are in
the writing test and fixing those
flaws. And that’s one of the things
I’m trying to do on the academic curriculum committee. Overall, I also
think that academics intertwines

with rising tuition, and if we start
paying more, then we deserve more
academically. That is one of my
biggest concerns – making sure what
goes on at this campus is academically rigorous for all students and that
we get a return on our investment.
We want a good education out of
what we put into it.
The second issue is student
involvement. There is only a core
group of students who do certain
things on campus, which is great, but
it would be nice to see all students
coming to senate meetings and
speaking during public comment and
being involved on ASUM committees.
Because I’m constantly hearing how
ASUM is a farce, about all this stuff
that nobody cares about, but then
when it comes time to do something
that affects them, that’s when they
start caring. And so, I think we need
to get students involved, and ASUM
can only go so far. So I think they
need to take up the responsibility of
criticizing us, and coming to us, and
saying, “This is what I think is going
wrong.” Because I’ll debate anyone,
anywhere, any time about what my
actions are on ASUM. I mean, I
enjoy it, and if nobody comes and
talks to me than I’m not having any
fun on the ASUM Senate.

Sage Rafferty

Name: Sage
Rafferty
Major and year:
Sophomore, political
science
Activities: I’m a
Student at large on
the Student Political
Action Committee,
and I’m involved
with a lot of politics.

What are the two most critical
issues facing students in the coming
year? How would you address them?
Number one: the student voice. I’m
currently in the Student Political Action
Committee. The students here at the
University of Montana elect senators
and executives to make wise decisions
and represent them on campus.
However, I believe ASUM has not done a
sufficient job at conveying the student
voice in the past. The political efforts of
the Legislature this year were not very
effective. I was recently in Helena talking to various senators and representatives and asked Senate Majority Leader
Fred Thomas and House Majority leader
Roy Brown what they thought of
ASUM’s political efforts. Senator
Thomas told me he never had anyone
from ASUM come talk to him, much less
even a phone call. Roy Brown said he
indeed had phone calls but they were
only to complain. If we are going to lobby

the Legislature we have to be friendly,
not confrontational.
Number two: fiscal responsibility.
Next fall we need to take a much more
active approach to the budgeting process.
This is where a difference will be made.
We need to determine what students will
pay for and what is simply wasteful or
unnecessary. Last year was the first time
the activity fee has been increased since
the ‘80s according to ASUMers here currently. Unfortunately what they don’t tell
you is that the fee now pays for much
less than it did several years ago. Back
in the day the activity fee encompassed
other activities as campus recreation,
Montana Kaimin, KBGA, recycling and
others. Now these activities are funded
by their own ever-increasing individual
fees. During this time when our tuition
is going to be raised hundreds of dollars
it is sad that ASUM so readily approves
raising the student fees. Approximately
$20,000 to $25,000 is given back to
ASUM by student groups every year. We
need to make sure that student groups
who don’t use their funds are being held
accountable. Funding for groups’ needs
to be based on the merit of their activity.
A student group that is extremely active
and has a growing membership should
receive more money than a student
group that is stagnant. ASUM should do
whatever it can do, whether directly or
indirectly, to stop unnecessary fee raises.

Name: Patrick
Van Orden
Year and
major:
Sophomore, print
journalism
Activities:
President of Sigma
Chi fraternity
What are
Patrick Van Order the two most
critical issues
facing UM students in the coming
year?

Obviously the budgeting process
needs to be reworked into a way that’s
more favorable toward students. And all
groups need to be treated on a more
level playing field in terms of budgeting.
The second issue is that ... I’m going to
do all I can to push the campus in the
direction of a wet campus. And I think
that school doesn’t have to be so paternalistic in what activities students want
to take part in.
How would you address them?
I’d work in ASUM to push the agenda
I think is best for the students.

Name:
Daniel R.
Windmueller
Year and
major: Junior,
history
Activities:
College
Republicans and
Sigma Chi
Windmueller fraternity.

First of all, tuition increases. I understand that people don’t like to pay money
to go to college. But I like to think of college as an investment for your future,
and paying a little bit more to go to a
school that is better doesn’t hurt, and
that’s how I feel about tuition increases.
As far as parking goes, I just want to
live off campus and be able to get to
school on time. So let’s see what we can
do to shape up the parking situation
around the University district and the
campus.
And another issue is that people who
live on campus have a hard time finding
parking spaces. And what are we going
to do? Well, there has been a lot of proposals out there, but we will have to look
through all of those and see what the
best thing to do is.

Daniel

What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year?
For one, I think one of the most important issues would have to be tuition
increases and another important issue
the students are facing is parking.
How would you address them?

Nathan

Name: Nathan
Ziegler
Year and
major: Freshman,
business administration
Activities:
Volunteer with
Model Arab League,
participated in
Ziegler YMCA Youth
Legislature

What are the two most critical
issues facing UM students in the
coming year? How would you
address them?
The most critical issues facing UM
students in the coming year, I’d say,
first and foremost is the lack of support
and funding that we’re seeing from the
state, and I believe that students need
better, or at least more, adequate representation — to the state Board of
Regents and the Legislature as well.

And I feel I’d be able to provide that. I
also feel that in light of a lot of recent
events, that public safety is an important issue. There’s been armed robbery
in Elrod; there’s been panty raiders in
Craig. I personally know quite a few
people who are sort of beginning to feel
uncomfortable, and I think that ASUM
should take a more assertive role in
dealing with campus security issues
and helping to bring awareness of how
important campus safety is to students.
As far as representation, I personally would like to see more interaction
and there be more dialogue between
ASUM, the Board of Regents and other
organizations of authority that deal
with UM and Public Safety. I feel that
the importance of it has been understated, and that there should definitely
be a redirection of campus security
from hunting down kids that are having beers in the room and pointed more
toward more violent, potentially dangerous activities.
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MontPIRG’s presence put to vote in referendum
Fred Miller
Montana Kaimin

Besides voting for new
ASUM senators and officers
during this week’s election, students will also have the chance
to determine the fate of
MontPIRG, which is up for reaffirmation.
Mo Essen, a MontPIRG
member, said a Board of
Regents policy states the group
must secure support from the
students every two years.
Bret Thompson, one of eight
members of MontPIRG’s board
of directors, said by voting “yes”
on the ballot students are only
supporting the group’s continued operations on campus and
are not making any monetary
commitments.
“By voting for MontPIRG, it
doesn’t mean you have to pay,”
he said.
The group passes around
sign-up cards to students inter-

ested in becoming members.
Students who can then choose
to pay $3 per semester. The fee
is a “career check-off,” Essen
said, which means students pay
it every semester until they
graduate unless they contact
the Registrar’s office and ask to
have the fee removed from their
bill.
The money goes to fund such
MontPIRG projects as phone
campaigns to encourage voting
and trips to Helena to meet
with state legislators, Essen
said. MontPIRG also works
with the Tenant/Landlord
Hotline, which helps resolve
housing conflicts by directing
people where to go for legal
advice, said Kimberly Pappas, a
member of the group’s board of
directors.
“Basically, we’re a clearinghouse for legal issues,” she said.
For MontPIRG to secure its
funding, 25 percent of
University of Montana students

must vote in the ASUM election,
and a majority of those voters
must vote to continue option of
supporting the group, Essen
said. If less than 25 percent of
students vote in the first two
days of the election, the ballots
must remain open for as many
days as needed, at MontPIRG’s
expense, until that number has
been met, she said.
Ted Morrison, the board
chair of MontPIRG, said no election has drawn 25 percent of the
UM student body in its first two
days since the reaffirmation policy was passed in 1989.
Jessica MacDonald, an
ASUM senator and chairwoman
of the ASUM elections committee, said she’s not surprised.
“Twenty-five percent is virtually impossible to do in two
days,” she said.
The cost of running the
ASUM election is $100 per day
for each polling place, which
pays for running Griz Card

swipers, MacDonald said. For
the first two days of the election, typically Wednesday and
Thursday, ASUM covers the
expenses. Regular ASUM elections must attract 12 percent of
student voters, she said, which
consistently happens.
The polling places have never
had to stay open longer than
four days to reach 25 percent of
the students, Essen said.
The Board of Regents policy
stems from events of the late
1980s when students paid a
mandatory fee to MontPIRG of
$6 per year, Morrison said. At
the time, the group sponsored a
citizen’s initiative to create a
statewide recycling program to
pay deposits on recycled glass
and plastic bottles. The bottling
industry, afraid of losing money,
worked to have the Board of
Regents take mandatory funding away from MontPIRG, he
said.
“They convinced someone in

power to not allow the
University to collect that fee,”
he said.
MontPIRG worked to have
the Regents create a policy to
allow the group to collect voluntary funding and continue operating, he said, and the current
policy was the best they could
get.
Morrison said he wants funding to remain the decision of
individual students, regardless
of how many students show up
to vote.
“We are working with the
Board of Regents to get that policy changed,” he said. “The big
thing we would like to see
changed is the 25 percent
requirement.”
Elections will be held
Wednesday and Thursday from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
University Center, Lommasson
Center, Liberal Arts Building
and Gallagher Business
Building.

Rumsfeld: U.S. expects democracy, not theocracy, in Iraq
WASHINGTON (AP) —The
United States expects an eventual government of Iraq to be a
democracy where the rights of
minorities are guaranteed, not a
theocracy run by clerics such as
in neighboring Iran, Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld
said.
“There should be a country
that is organized and arranged in
a way that the various ethnic

groups and religious groups are
able to have a voice in their government in some form,”
Rumsfeld said Monday at a
Pentagon news conference. “And
we hope (for) a system that will
be democratic and have free
speech and free press and freedom of religion.”
Some demonstrators in Iraq,
particularly from the Shiite
Muslim majority, have called
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recently for an Islamic republic
similar to Iran, where top Shiite
clerics known as ayatollahs have
the final say. Rumsfeld said such
a government would not be truly
democratic.
Meanwhile, Rumsfeld said the
United States will not keep its
military forces in Iraq longer
than necessary to stabilize the
country. He denied a news report
that the United States was plan-
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ning a long-term military relationship with Iraq that would
grant American access to air
bases in Baghdad and elsewhere
in the country.
“It’s flat false,” Rumsfeld said,
adding that the subject had not
even been raised with him.
“The likelihood of it seems to
me to be so low that it does not
surprise me that it’s never been
discussed in my presence, to my
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knowledge,” he said. “Why do I
say it’s low? Well, we’ve got all
kinds of options and opportunities in that part of the world to
locate forces. It’s not like we need
a new place. We have plenty of
friends” in that area.
Rumsfeld was responding to
questions about remarks in
Sunday’s New York Times attributed to unidentified senior Bush
administration officials.
U.S. forces control numerous
airports and military bases in
Iraq, including the international
airport on the outskirts of
Baghdad, the Rasheed air base
in southeastern Baghdad, H-1
airfield in western Iraq, Tallil air
base in southern Iraq and
Bashur airfield in the north.
The presence of U.S. forces in
Arab states is a highly sensitive
topic, especially in Saudi Arabia,
which permitted American commanders to run the air portion of
the Iraq war from a command
post at Prince Sultan air base
but did not allow U.S. aircraft to
launch offensive strikes from
Saudi soil.

Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims
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Sweet heart getting her Sweet Tarts

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

The clock tower of UM’s Main Hall struck one o’clock and hundreds of children, ages a few months to 9 years old, made a mad-dash for the free candy and Easter eggs filled with surprises Saturday afternoon on the Oval. Grace Cassens, 2 1/2, reaches for some Sweet Tarts during UM’s Easter Eggstravaganza.

Prison escapee caught near Missoula after high speed chase
DEER LODGE (AP) — An
escaped convict from the
Montana State Prison was
captured without incident at
the end of a chase on
Interstate 90 that reached
speeds of more than 100
mph, officials said Monday
evening.
Officials said Douglas Ray
Davis, 46, walked away from
his prison job Monday morning. He was arrested near
Clinton shortly after 6 p.m.,
driving a stolen sport utility
vehicle with at least one rifle
in it, said Missoula County
sheriff ’s Sgt. Rob Taylor.
Davis was taken to the
Missoula County jail.
The chase began in Powell
County and also involved

lawmen from Granite and
Missoula counties and the
Montana Highway Patrol.
Davis thwarted several
attempts to stop him by driving into the median to avoid
hitting spiked “stop strips”
intended to flatten his tires,
but he hit one of the strips
and one of his tires went flat,
officials said. He stopped and
was arrested.
The minimum security
prisoner showed up for his
job at the prison’s food preparation building, known as the
“Food Factory,” at about 4
a.m., said Linda Moodry, a
prison spokeswoman. He was
last seen about 15 minutes
later by a supervisor and was
reported missing about 1 1/2

hours later, Moodry said.
The Food Factory is located just outside the prison’s
fenced perimeter.
Davis was sentenced in
1996 to two consecutive 10year prison terms without
the possibility of parole from
Flathead County for aggravated kidnapping and theft.
He previously had served
prison time for shooting a
store clerk in a robbery
attempt in Illinois.
During his July 1996 sentencing, District Judge Kitty
Curtis said she denied him
parole “for the protection of
society.”
“The defendant kidnapped
and terrorized” the 12-yearold girl from Whitefish,

Curtis wrote in her sentencing order.
After he was jailed, he
wrote threatening letters to
the girl’s mother. When he
was sentenced, Davis pointed
at the girl’s mother in court
and said to her, “You’re
dead,” according to Curtis’
sentencing order.
Moody said none of Davis’s
victims have registered with
the prison program that notifies people when an inmate is
released or escapes, but the
prison notified Flathead
County Attorney Ed
Corrigan, so he could warn
them.
Davis had been imprisoned
in Illinois before he was
paroled to Montana in 1995.

In 1981, Davis tried to kill a
store clerk during a robbery
and because he believed the
clerk was having an affair
with his wife, documents say.
After he was paroled, he continued to threaten the clerk
and his ex-wife, and was
arrested in North Dakota
when he said he was on his
way to Illinois to kill them.
“He presents an unpredictable threat of serious
injury and harm to those
closest to him, including past
victims and the victims of his
latest offense,” Curtis wrote
at sentencing.
Davis, who had been well
behaved in prison, was the
first inmate to escape since
2001, Moodry said

Work for the Kaimin!
the following positions are open for Fall Semester 2003...

News

Editor (App Due 4/18)
News Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Sports Editor
Arts Editor

Reporters
Photographer
Designer

Business
Business Manager (App Due 4/18)
Advertising Representatives
Production Assistants
Office Assistants

Application Deadlines:
Editor and Bus. Mgr.: April 18th by 3:00 pm in Jour 206

April 25th by 3:00 pm in Journalism 206 for all other positions.
Applications available in Journalism 206.

www.kaimin.org
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Reaching the halfway point of the 50-yard free swim, Scott McGrath tags the edge of the pool before returning for one more lap during a Special Olympics swimming competition.

A spectator cheers on the athletes in the women’s 25-yard free swim Friday morning at the YMCA pool. The swimming competitions were part of the 2003 Five Valleys Area Special Olympics Area Games.

Special Olympians
make a splash
at the
swim competition
Jim Black Wolf shows off his
ribbons after the meet.

Photos by:
Adam Bystrom
Montana Kaimin

Molly Black reacts to winning one of the heats in the 25-yard free swim. Black
also competed in the 50-yard free swim.
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Griz scrimmage highlights overall offensive improvement
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin

Washington-Grizzly Stadium
turned into “Disney-land” for a
day on April 19.
In the Montana Grizzlies’ second spring scrimmage, junior college transfer quarterback Jeff
Disney tossed a stymieing aerial
attack to redeem an offense that
had been shut down by the
defense in the first scrimmage.
Disney finished the game 10of-11 for 185 yards, while fellow
junior Craig Ochs was 7-of-9 for
70 yards. Freshman Quarterback
Justin Hartman went a perfect
7-of-7 for 111 yards, and each
quarterback threw one touchdown and had no interceptions.
“I felt a lot more comfortable
out there with another week of
playing under my belt,” Disney
said. “We’re (the offense) just all
getting the system down a little
bit better.”
In the first scrimmage, the
three quarterbacks completed
only 21 of 35 passes for 176
yards, no touchdowns and one
interception. The 24-of-27, 366yard performance in the second
scrimmage was just what head
coach Bobby Hauck wanted to
see.
“Going into the scrimmage I
talked about waiting for one of
those guys (quarterbacks) to
jump up today,” Hauck said.
“And actually I think all three of
them made progress and made a
jump in their level of play.”
As far as Hauck could tell, no
one was slacking.
“They all showed vast
improvement today.”
The three field generals were
faced with tough third-down situations all day, but handled the
pressure nicely, especially
Disney.

Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

Griz receiver Mike Costanzo hauls in a touchdown pass Friday afternoon during a scrimmage in Washington-Grizzly
Stadium. The Grizzlies’ next and final spring scrimmage is this Saturday in Polson.
Disney completed four long
Levander Segars benefitted from fun because last year I didn’t get
third-down passes for a comthe solid play of the quartera lot of reps, not as many as I
bined 109 yards.
backs.
would have liked,” Heidelberger
“We put the offense in some
Heidelberger had scrimmage
said. “Starting spring and being
bad situations in third and
highs of seven catches and 110
able to come out and produce a
long,” Hauck said. “The shortest
yards with one touchdown, while little getting ready for next year
we got to was third-and-five.
Segars caught six passes for 95
is kind of exciting.”
They did a nice job converting
yards and a touchdown.
From the first possession of
those. I’m enthused about our
Heidelberger, who was used
the scrimmage it appeared the
offense being able to do that.”
sparingly in last year’s offensive
offense was going to have a good
Hauck gave credit to both the
scheme, is already impressing
day. One of Disney’s first passes
blocking and the quarterbacks
the coaching staff.
on the opening drive was a 41for the third-down success.
“Jefferson’s probably one of
yard completion to Heidelberger,
“I thought that we protected
our more explosive players,”
setting up an eventual 42-yard
pretty well in those situations,”
Hauck said. “He’s done a really
field goal by Chris Snyder.
Hauck said. “I thought the quar- nice job this spring of learning
It only got better after that.
terbacks hung in the pocket and
the offense and getting himself
Two plays after an 18-yard
delivered the ball where they
in the mix.”
run by J.R. Waller, who finished
were supposed to put it. It was
Heidelberger said he’s happy
with scrimmage highs of 39
just a job well done in those situ- with the opportunity he has this
yards on eight carries, Ochs
ations.”
spring to prove himself.
threw a quick pass to
Jefferson Heidelberger and
“For me it (today) was a lot of
Heidelberger on an out pattern

for a five-yard touchdown.
Disney’s touchdown pass
came on a third-and-long completion to Segars streaking
down the sideline for a 47-yard
run.
Hartman also threw a 47yard touchdown on third and
long to junior college walk-on
Mike Costanzo several plays
after Disney’s touchdown.
Not only was the offense
clicking, Hauck said, but the
defense was also helping the
cause by not playing with
enough intensity.
“I didn’t think we had the
same emotion, especially on
defense, that we had a week
ago,” Hauck said. “We talked to
the fellows about that. We said
if you’re going to play great
defense, you can’t go out and go
through the motions and just
execute your assignment. You
have to fly around. You have to
play with a lot of emotion and
passion. We really didn’t have
that today.”
Despite the lack of intensity
at times, the defense did have
its share of highlights.
Sophomore defensive end
Lance Spencer had two sacks.
Redshirt freshman tackle Kerry
Mullan had a fumble recovery
and a sack, while freshman end
Mike Murphy and senior end
Chris Connors each had one
sack.
The defense also made some
hard hits that caused the crowd
to gasp and then cheer after seeing nobody was hurt.
“I thought the hitting was
good, and I thought we tackled
fairly well,” Hauck said.
The Grizzlies finish spring
play with a game-style scrimmage next Saturday, April 26, at
the Polson Sports Complex in
Polson at 1:30 p.m.

Soccer moms’ minivans the key to columnist’s heart
Column by
Will Cleveland
My best friend’s mom drives
a minivan.
It is a boat on wheels with
three rows of spacious seating
and ample leg room.
My best friend’s mom also
has seven kids.
This is probably why she has
this minivan.
She is the envy of the neighborhood.
Everyone likes her except
that strange old guy down the
street who wears the army
fatigues even though he never
served in any branch of the military.
But that is neither here nor
there.
The main point is that my
best friend’s mom rocks.
She rocks mainly for one reason — she is the quintessential
soccer mom, that female symbol
of middle-class bliss.
First off, let me make one
thing crystal clear. I don’t enjoy
soccer. My little sister plays it,
and I do enjoy supporting her,
but overall, soccer has no appeal
to me.
The scoring is too far and few
in between. And the fans are
way too crazy, even for this
brash New Yorker. But I love

soccer moms.
I can read your mind right
now. You are saying to yourself,
“What the hell is wrong with
this kid?”
I can answer that — a lot.
But that doesn’t answer why
I love soccer moms and why I
probably wouldn’t mind being
one myself.
To be a soccer mom you must
first have kids, the most important component in the soccermom equation.
Also, you can’t forget the
minivan.
With the best minivan in the
neighborhood it doesn’t matter
how bad your kids are at soccer.
Image is certainly everything in the realm of the soccer
mom where style and looks are
even more important than
Olson twin look-a-likes.
And lastly, time. A soccer
mom must sacrifice her own
pursuits for the sake of her children.
Take my best friend’s mom,
for example. She spends at least
15 to 20 hours per week at soccer practices and games.
I don’t know about most people, but I find that to be freaking amazing.
Not only does a soccer mom
sit through all practices and
games, but she also drives those

kids each way and still has the
positive outlook to cheer for
those same kids that were
recently driving her batty in the
minivan.
This earns my respect.
Not only do I love those awesome Dodge Caravans, but I
just love the whole soccer mom
persona, the air of familiarity
that they breed within my soul.
In a footballculture.net feature piece from July 2002,
Felicity Ruggerio, a soccer mom
from Bethany County, W. Va.,
summed up why she does what
she does everyday.
“I love the way it’s so inclusive,” Ruggerio wrote. “In little
league baseball, for example,
you put the weak kids out in
right field, because the ball
never goes out there. In soccer
you’re always part of the action,
you are always moving, and I
think that’s part of the initial
attraction for kids. Everyone’s
doing something. And that’s
great for us parents.”
Soccer moms play a positive
role in the social development of
their children.
Aside from playing a pivotal
role in the social development of
children, the renewed political
awareness of soccer moms also
serves as an example to children of how to exercise political

rights in a positive manner.
In recent elections, soccer
moms have been recognized as
an important group that could
be a swing group in putting a
certain candidate over the top.
Also, in Detroit in February
2001, soccer moms flexed some
real political muscle when they
battled the only opponent strong
enough to possibly face them
head on: other soccer moms.
Members of the Million Mom
March, a political action group
concerned with gun control,
picketed at a soccer league in
suburban Detroit, carrying
around signs and petitions to
overturn Michigan’s concealed
weapon law.
Other mothers became angry
over the gun-control mothers’
use of the soccer games as a battleground for their political initiative, and they forced the
members of the Million Mom
March to disperse.
While the arena for the
debate was probably the wrong
place to air political grievances,
the manner employed by the
soccer moms was highly commendable as they chose to
peacefully protest their problems with current government
policies.
To prove their increased
political importance, soccer

moms have even started their
own Web site: www.soccermom.org.
The site touts itself as a
women’s resource for parenting,
and it features discussions
about women’s health, women
in business and family-fun
activities.
So, while militant soccer
moms are protesting gun laws
and others are congregating in
cyberspace, one thing remains
constant: my eternal love for
them.
To me, they represent the
good side of childhood sports —
the side where competition is
pure and everyone is allowed to
participate.
And while I still love those
minivans, leave it to a soccer
mom to put it best when
describing what a soccer mom
truly is.
“I don’t like the term ‘soccer
mom,’” Ruggerio said in the
same article. “It’s been kind of
appropriated here and has political connotations. It’s now
become a generic term to
describe suburban housewives.
A conservative radio chat-show
host uses it all the time, and it
has seemed to take on a slightly
derogatory feel. I’d rather just
think of it as someone who has
a child playing soccer.”
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UM track teams perform well amid fierce competition on road
WHITWORTH OPEN MEET
STATS
Women
100-meter dash, 4th, S.
Gilbert, 12.97 and 5th, A.
Christiaens, 13.10
200-meter dash, 4th, C.
Breuer, 26.69
400-meter dash, 2nd, S.
Selby, 1:00.95
800-meter run, 3rd, J.
Miller, 2:18.81, and 4th, M.
Bronson, 2:20.78
100-meter hurdles, 3rd, S.
Gilbert, 15.83
3,000 steeplechase, 2nd, S.
Johnson, 12:06.44
Pole vault, 2nd, K. Wilson,
3.60m and 4th, A. Weddell,
3.30m
Long jump, 2nd, S. Selby,
5.45m
Triple jump, 2nd, A.
Sheehy, 10.99m
Discus throw, 4th, H. Tyler,
39.83m

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

UM’s Trevor Gunlock practices his high jump Monday afternoon at Dornblaser Field. As a decathlon competitor Gunlock participates in the 100 - 400 - and
1500 - meter runs, the long jump, shot put, high jump, discus throw, pole vault and javelin throw.

At the third largest track and
field meet in the country, the
University of Montana’s best
faced tough competition, but
still brought home high marks.
At the Mt. San Antonio
Community College Invitational
on Thursday in California.,
Renee Dunn won the triple jump
with a personal best mark of 40
feet and 10.5 inches. Jas Gill
improved his high jump mark
(2.12m). Both Dunn’s and Gill’s
marks were improvements on
their regional qualifiers.
“The improvements on the
regional marks increases their
chances of going into nationals,”
said head coach Tom Raunig.
“They get more highly rated in
the region.”
The team did face rainy
weather last weekend, and

Raunig said it did affect Dunn’s
and Suzanne Krings’ long jump
results. Dunn leapt into second
place with a 5.93 meter leap
while Krings took 11th with a
leap of 5.27 meters.
Also, sprinter Andrea
Huntley took 27th in the 400meter dash with a time of 57.69
seconds.
On Friday, the group of Griz
tracksters moved on to the
Springco-Long Beach
Invitational in Long Beach,
Calif., where Dunn grabbed first
place in both the long jump
(5.90m) and the triple jump
(12.46m). Pete Hamilton also
had a good showing. He took
third in the shot put (15.82m),
fifth in the discus (43.06m) and
tenth in the hammer (42.66m).
While some were in

California, other Griz tracksters
went to Spokane, Wash., to compete in the Whitworth Open on
Saturday at Boppell track.
“This was a low-key meet,”
Raunig said. “It was good for
people’s confidence to get out
and pick up some wins.”
The women grabbed four
first-place finishes with Carla
Breuer in the 100-meter hurdles
(15.17), Samantha Gilbert in the
400-meter hurdles (1:06.62),
Anne Sheehy in the high jump
(1.62m) and Shannon Selby in
the triple jump (11.40m).
Jenny Smith’s 37.40-meter
javelin throw was good enough
for a Big Sky Conference qualifying mark.
The men had five fifth-place
finishes with Justin Morse in
the 400-meter hurdles (54.43),

the UM team in the 4x400meter relay (3:22.64), Matt
Clifford in the pole vault (4.45m)
and Doug Lefler in the javelin
throw (65.03m).
Raunig said Richie
Pemberton had a good meet
with a first-place finish in the
5,000-meter run with a time of
15 minutes 46.71 seconds.
The Griz track and field team
is on the road again this week.
Andrew Levin, Dunn and
Krings are at Bringham Young
University this Wednesday and
Thursday. On Friday, part of the
team will head to Washington
State University while Kerry
Bogner and Lauren Keithly
travel to Eugene, Ore.

—Kaimin Sports Staff

Men
100-meter dash, 5th, D.
Babcock, 11.59
400-meter dash, D, Reppe,
49.87
800-meter run, 2nd, B.
Lewis, 1:55.58
5,000-meter run, 3rd, R.
Kuykendall, 16:35.36
110-meter hurdles, 2nd, A.
Levin, 15.26, and 5th, A.
Milani, 15.72
400-meter hurdles, 3rd, L.
Funk, 56.96, 4th, D. Babcock,
57.10, and 5th M. Funk, 58.19
Long jump, 2nd, T.
McIntyre, 6.55m, and 5th, C.
VanNice, 5.96m
Triple jump, 2nd, T.
McIntyre, 13.72m, 4th, S.
Patrick, 13.43m and 5th, L.
Wiekum,, 12.92m
Shotput, 5th, D. Gebhardt,
13.83m
Javelin throw, 5th, D.
Brubaker, 55.65m

UM men’s tennis suffers defeat in Idaho Cheruiyot of Fire: Kenyans
still rule Boston Marathon

The University of Montana
men’s tennis team went 0-4
against a tough Idaho Bengals
team last Friday in Pocatello.
In the No. 1 singles position,
ISU’s Malcom Swan defeated
UM’s Jan Steenekamp 6-4, 6-2,
while ISU’s Butch Stavridis
beat UM’s Stan Nevolovich in
one set in the No. 2 slot.
Steenekamp and Nevolovich
also teamed up for UM in doubles play, as the duo is ranked
No. 1 on UM’s ladder. However,

Idaho was victorious in doubles
play as well, as Bengal’s Swan
and Adam Krupp took
Steenekamp and Nevolovich in
two sets (6-4, 6-2) for the doubles match.
In other singles play, UM’s
Ryan O’Neill lost to ISU’s
Rashan Stoica 6-2, 6-0, and
teammate Varun Giri lost to
Krupp from ISU 6-3, 6-3.
Although the last two ladders, No. 4 and 5, weren’t
scored, UM’s Gus Treyz took on

ISU’s Jemre Okoh in the No. 4
position while UM’s Brian
Devlin played Pablo Garces.
The next action for the UM
tennis teams will be this weekend when both the men’s and
women’s teams travel to
Portland, Ore., for the Big Sky
Championships. The tournament will serve as the season
finale for both squads and will
run all day April 25-27.

— Kaimin Sports Staff

21 UM athletes on All-Academic list
Some Grizzly student athletes have been eating their
brain food.
Last Friday the AllAcademic teams for the winter
season were released, and UM
had 21 athletes on the list.
To be eligible for this honor,
athletes must have participated in at least half of the team’s
competitions while carrying at
least a 3.2 G.P.A. (on a 4.0
scale).
On the UM men’s indoor
track team, Turill Engelman,
Antony Ford, Milo Funk, Tyler

McIntyre, Shawn Patrick and
Chris Tobiason were all selections to the All-Academic
team.
Women from the indoor
track team who also made the
list were Amber Arvidson,
Kerry Bogner, Mara Bronson,
Amanda Christiaens,
Samantha Gilbert, Shannon
Johnson, Lauren Keithly,
Suzanne Krings, Sarah
Lenoch, Jaime Miller,
Shannon Shelby and Anne
Sheehy.
On the women’s basketball

team, freshman Katie
Edwards, senior Jill Henkel
and senior Brooklynn
Lorenzen made the grade.
According to the official
press release from the Big Sky
Conference, no UM men’s basketball players were selected.
Eastern Washington had
the greatest number of student athletes nominated to the
All-Academic team with 54
total, compared with UM’s 21.

— Kaimin Sports Staff

BOSTON (AP) — His name
sounds like “chariot,” and he
certainly rolled through the
streets of Boston, from
Hopkinton to Heartbreak Hill.
Robert Cheruiyot became
the 12th Kenyan in 13 years
to win the Boston Marathon
on Monday, and his countrymen took the next four spots
in the 107th running of the
race.
With the top three finishers
running for the first time in
Boston, Kenyans seem poised
to keep their grasp on the
race.
“I was well-prepared,” said
the 24-year-old Cheruiyot
(pronounced cheh-REE-yot).
“It is a marathon to make
your name known in the
world.”
Svetlana Zakharova of
Russia won the women’s race
to prevent a second straight
Kenyan sweep. Marla
Runyan, who is legally blind,
was fifth _ the best finish for
a U.S. runner since 1993.
The men’s and women’s

winners in the field of 20,260
each won $80,000.
Cheruiyot pulled away
from Timothy Cherigat at the
22-mile mark, led by 16 seconds with 1 1/2 miles left and
won by 23 seconds in a time of
2 hours, 10 minutes, 11 seconds.
“I like the way people make
encouragement along the
way,” Cheruiyot said. “They
are happy about Africans and
I like that very much.”
Cheruiyot won his only
other marathon, last
December in Milan, and primarily has competed in 10kilometer (6.2 mile) races, and
half-marathons.
But he handled the longer
distance extremely well even
though the temperature at the
noon start in Hopkinton, 26.2miles west of the finish line,
was 70 degrees with a light
wind.
It rose to 71 as the runners
reached the midpoint, then
dropped to 58 as the leaders
approached the finish.
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Events for the 35th
Annual Kyi-Yo Powwow
•Tuesday– Barbecue and games at Bonner Park
starting at 5:30 p.m. Free and open to all
American Indian clubs, UM clubs and the public.
•Wednesday– Showcase of American Indian
crafts is in the UC atrium from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
A dancing and singing demonstration will take
place from noon to 1 p.m. in the Oval.
•Thursday– The Third Annual Jordan Carlson
Scholastic Bowl will take place in the UC ballroom from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. There also will be a
round dance and the first round of the hand drum
contest at 6 p.m. in the UC ballroom.
Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

The Kyi-Yo club will be competing against dancers and drummers from across Montana and Canada this
weekend in the largest campus powwow in the nation. Admissions for the contest are free for ages 60 and
over and 6 and younger. Fees for the general public are $5.

Kyi-Yo
Continued from Page 1

to gather and learn about
another culture, said local
American Indian Science
and Engineering Society
President Christina
Kracher, who sat in the
grass Monday to watch the
dancing.
“The community should
be proud because it really
takes a lot of dedication and

hard work to put on an
event of this magnitude,”
she said.
Sutherland said the club
has spent about $70,000 on
preparations for the powwow.
Little Owl said the event
helps to educate the community about Montana
Indians.
“People can come and be
more aware of the Native
American population and its
culture,” she said. “It’s our

Election
Continued from Page 1

Building, Liberal Arts Building and
College of Technology’s east campus.
Students need only bring a Griz card
to vote, but if they do not have one
they can receive a temporary card
from Griz Central. Students at the
College of Technology need only a
photo I.D.
Students will be voting for 20 senators, a president and vice president
team and an individual business

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND

manager.
Candidates for president and vice
president are Christy Schilke and
Cole Price, and Aaron Flint and Gale
Price.
Business manager candidates are
Averiel Wolff and Matt Singer.
There are 21 senators running for
the 20 openings, but other students
can be elected through write-in votes.
Students are allowed to vote for
only one president-vice president
team and one business manager, but
will be allowed to vote for up to 20
senators.

LOST. Gray & black women’s North Face fleece.
Possibly on campus before spring break. Reward! 8291840
LOST. Marin Point Reyes bicycle. Chrome finish, slick
tires. Reward! Please call 542-9545

HELP WANTED
WANTED

LOST. Prescription sunglasses in red Tommy Hilfinger
case @ Westside Lanes, 4/19. Call 370-3106. Reward!

Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215

PERSONALS

FOSTER CARE PROVIDER NEEDED - Opportunity
Resources Inc. is looking for a non-smoking person
with no pets who is interested in providing Foster
care for a 48 year old adult female with a developmental disability in her home. ORI will provide a generous monthly stipend that is tax free. This individual
will have 30 hours a week of direct care staff support
as well as generous respite time each month and year.
A long-term commitment is desired. Please come by
the office at 2821 South Russell Street and pick up an
application. Please direct questions to Jenn Reynolds
or Jenece Jacobs-Sharkey at 721-0791. Position open
until filled. Applications available at OPPORTUNITY
RESOURCES, INC., 2821 S. Russell, Missoula, MT
59801. Extensive background checks will be completed. NO RESUMES. EOE.

Stubborn, ugly warts, begone! Wart Treatments at
the Curry Health Center. Call for an appointment,
243-2122
Curry Health Center provides completely confidential
health care. No information goes to anyone, ho how,
nowhere, without your permission. Curry Health
Center Call ahead for an appointment. 243-2122
Curry Health Center provides completely confidential
health care. No information goes to anyone, ho how,
nowhere, without your permission. Curry Health
Center Call ahead for an appointment. 243-2122
FAIR TRADE MEANS FAIR PAY, dignity, and hope for artisans from developing countries. You can help by buying gifts at the Peace Center, 519 S. Higgins
Good Health Whole Food Group meeting Film and
Discussion - Modern Meat Production. Is it getting
safer? J. Rankin Hall room 204, Wed 4/23, 7pm. 2435297 info.

Movie Extras/Models Needed! Earn $150-450/day.
Print modeling, music videos, and extra positions.
Local Castings. No Experience Necessary! Call 1-888820-0164 x1090
BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2
week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get
certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)

•Saturday– The powwow continues with grand
entry at noon, followed by all-day dancing, the
crowning of Miss Kyi-Yo, Lil’ Miss Kyi-Yo and
Tiny Tot Kyi-Yo, food, craft booths and a race to
see who is the fastest to build a teepee.
•Sunday– Last day of powwow. Beginning at 1
p.m. dance competitions wrap up with finals, and
prizes are awarded to winners.

Three referendums will also be on
the ballot.
Voters will decide if they would like
to keep the Grisss Ride, UM’s “safe,
social and sustainable” bus system,
running by agreeing to a $2 fee
increase. The bus system, which began
this semester as a pilot project, will
discontinue without additional funding.
A second referendum is for an up
to $2.50 fee increase to expand student seating at Washington-Grizzly
Stadium by 636 seats. The stadium is
currently under construction for an
addition of 4,004 seats.

k iosk
Take an interesting class fall semester! Hear about
WOLVES, GRIZZLY BEARS, LYNX, BULL-TROUT, etc.,
from professional biologists! WBIO-270, 2 credits,
CRN: 70589, Tuesdays, 1:00-3:00pm. Questions phone
243-6237

Last week to schedule your free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing appointments...Call 243-2122
today!

way of helping to establish
diversity in the school and
community.”
Little Owl, who has been
attending the powwow since
before she was a student
here, will be performing her
dances again on Wednesday
and Friday.
She encouraged everyone
to come to the events.
“It’s beautiful,” she said.
“It’s a celebration. It’s fun.
It’s a powwow.”

•Friday– Drum group Bear Creek from Ontario,
Canada, will sing and play while traditional
dancers perform in the Oval from noon to 1 p.m.
The Kyi-Yo Powwow begins in the Adams Center
with the grand entry at 7 p.m., followed by the
beginning of dance competitions.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVER & BUS ATTENDANTS Part time
positions available, flexible hours, and we’ll train
you. Give a great bunch of kids the lift they need!
Apply at: Beach Transportation 825 Mount Ave. 5496121
$ALASKA$ Seafood processors needed for summer
Salmon season. Expenses paid, lots of OT, no exp req.
Interviews near you soon. Call for info 509-922-8805
EOE
SEEKING EXP. MUSICIANS for summer collaboration.
Earn $500+, meals, lake cabin lodging in western MT.
Drum, bass, piano, sax, cello, violin, viola. Multiple
instruments, music read, backup vocals all a plus.
mirthfulmayhem@hotmail.com. 243-5039 for details.
Now hiring manufacturing labor, construction labor,
concrete labor, office, clerical. Call Work Force 5433590. We interview Monday-Thursday, 10:00am-noon.
WANTED - Responsible individual, prefer college student over 21 years old. Must be hard working and
experienced. Assist housekeeper with cooking and
housekeeping at Lake Coeur d’Alene home. Work
June 5 through September 15. Live in - separate cottage and meals provided. At least 40 hours per week.
Wages $8.50 per hour. Nonsmoking. Send resume to
Coeur d’Alene Land Company, Box 2288, Coeur
d’Alene, ID 83816
CASH! I need help! Yard work, painting, etc. Work any
daylight hours, $6-$8/hr. Call 721-8222
Still looking for summer work? We have an answer. $$
and experience in one place. Call (701) 361-1297

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

There must be a 12 percent
turnout of the student body for the
Grisss Ride and student seating referendums to be valid. If at least 12
percent of UM students do not vote in
the elections when the polls close on
Thursday, the referendums will automatically fail.
MontPIRG must have a voter
turnout of at least 25 percent of the
student body in order to receive reaffirmation, but the group is allowed to
keep the elections open past the closing time until they have enough voters.

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

SERVICES
SERVICES

COMPUTERS

CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.

Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837
31 year old NYSE firm Legal Service Broker.
Comprehensive Mentoring and Training. Fax/Email
Resume to: hr@pinner1.com 1-888-870-5890

FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS
www.bigsky.net/fishing

$22-$55/night

251-6611

FOR SALE

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED

Yamaha tenor saxophone. In great shape, hardly ever
played. $800. Call Matt @ 728-7448

2 roommates needed for summer. 4BD, 2 bath condo,
W/D, $312.50/mo + 1/4 utilities, no deposit. Call
Angie 544-6085

Washer/Dryer $200/OBO. 721-2516 or 239-6247 Ask
for Adeline or Chris
French 101 textbook & CDs, $50. Call Alison 829-1564

Female roommate needed. Nice, 2 bedroom, 1 bath
apt. $275/mo + elect. Call 728-0297!

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE

Female roommate wanted. 3BD house. $325/mo +
util. + deposit. Available end of May. 829-1564

‘84 Mercedes 500SEL, 4dr, 120K, loaded. Reliable!
$3400/offer. 728-4001

MISCELLANEOUS

1997 HONDA CIVIC EX, 105K miles, great condition,
runs excellent, CD player, $6500 or take over payments. Call Morgan @ 543-1103/240-5144

Summer Workstudy at Children’s Shelter. Duties
include laundry and light cleaning. Shifts available
are M-Sun, 9-midnight and midnight-6:30am. Call
549-0058

1998 SUBARU LEGACY “L” SEDAN, 77K miles, great
condition, runs excellent, CD player, ski rack and
cable chains included, take over payments. Call
Morgan or Denise @ 543-1103/240-5144

Models Wanted. Hair Show April 26-27, 2003 Call: 406541-8383 for more information

‘95 Dodge Ram 1500 pickup, shortbox, 60K,
$7750/offer. 243-2160

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

